tion whrch is dosed by the performance itself. The aspects of openness could only be experienced by
comparing several of these variations. There are, however, not many opportunities to do so, since this
would require performing one and the same piece for several times during one concert or releasing
different versions of it on CD.
The high demands on formal openness can therefore hardly be met in the concert context and as a
consequence,many composers gave up any serious consideration of the problem. In a way this is also
due to the fact that the concept of the open form calls into question the concert itself as a form of
musical presentation, which still causes a lot of hesitation among composers. Thus, the utopia of the
open form, which can look back on a long tradition in the history of 20th century composrtion, may
for the time being be regarded as a failure.Another reason for this might be found in the contradiction between formal openness and one of the basic qualities of music its linear extension in time. It
is, however, this apparent contradiction that makes the problem of the open form so interesting for
me because it calls into question the nature of music as we know it.
In my opinion, musical installations offer an important alternative to the presentation of music in
concerts. Because of its nature, an installation seems to be by far more adequate form of presentation
for a music where aesthetic concepts such as openness, vagueness and ambiguity play an essential
role. By way of example, I should like to briefly introduce my musical installation En face 1.
En face
En face is a type of endless composition realized as a computer program creating, once it has been

started, a series of new variations of music. En face has neither beginning nor end and never repeats
itself. Still, the music can always be identified as one and the same composition.
Strictly speaking, these characteristics are the only possible formal answer to the situation given by
presenting music in an installation, since the audience can enter or leave the installation any time,
spend as much time in it as they wish and maybe return after a day or a week.
With En face, I was first of all interested in this type of freedom  the freedom ofthe audience to move
about the room, to be able to experience the music from different angles, to explore actively instead of
having to follow from a fixed viewpoint a musical performance produced on stage, as is the case in a
concert My experience with en face showed that part of the openness laid out in the composition
could actually be experienced. If one stays in the installation long enough and the program happened
to explore similar musical situations (the main formal elements used), one can imagine the possibilities laid out in the composition. Once again, this is done merely by way of comparison, but still one
gains the very clear impression that in detail, things might also have come differently. Another factor is
that the program makes decisions on the structural level of the composition (i.e., regarding the music's
deep structure) and not on the music's surface, on the level of a structure set in time, on the text level,
as is the case with musical text5 which allow different reading varieties.
The comparison with the musical text points to another important characteristic I should like to point
out when discussing en face; as I said, en face was not conceived as a musical text, but as a program
representing a composition model - a kind of meta-composition. This model represents, for me, a
new type of musical artifact.
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A New Type r,fMusicalArtifact
In this context, I consider a musical artifact the concrete result of a composition process, in order
words, the method chosen to represent the musit Normally, this would be the musical text, the score,
which is basically characterized as being a text that requires interpretation in order to be received. In
electronic music, the musical artifact is the tape - classical electronic music does know musical texts
as such. The new type of musical artifact appearing in en face (but also in pieces by Karlheinz Essl,
such as e.g. in his Lexikon-Sonate) redefines the relation between composer and audience as well as
the circumstances and possible ways of composing, prmnting, distributing and receiving music. In
leaving out the interpretation process (which still play1 a central role in the general understanding of
music), this new type of musical artifact opens a range of highly imeresting possibilities of composing. We are probably only at the beginning of a new development in music when using a model as
means of representation.This open description offers a far higher potermal for the realization of formal openness than the musical text.
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Exploring Musical Space by Means of VirtualArchitecture
The idea of using virtual architeaure as a medium for musical exploration arose from my interest in
open musical forms. By openness I understand conceiving form not as a line with a dearly marked
starting point and an inevitable end, but as a field of possibilities merely laid out in a composition
without anticipating their realization. Striving for open forms means aiming at the creation of ambiguous music charaaerized by a network of interrelations combining all its elements - music that does
not know any final form in time and that opposes repetition.

The compositional limit I reached with en face may become dear when examining the composition
process for a second: to compose, here, means to model, to program. By imeracting with the model, it
is itself being refined again and again. Simultaneously, the music produced by the model can be listened to while working on it. We can imagine the model as a kind of machine, its construction as part
of the composition. The definition of levers attached to the machine in order to later on influence its
function is also part of the compositional process. After finishing the construction of such a machine,
one can start experimenting on it, i.e. using the different levers to control the effects the modification
of parameters has on the model. This means exploring the possibilities inherent to the model, which
has not only a representative but also a simulative function.

It has been tried to create open forms by arranging musical texts in a way that enables the performers to choose among different possible readings during the performance of a piece. Pieces of this
type sound differem every time they are performed and therefore show a certain degree of openness. But this openness is in comradiction to the uniqueness of presenting music in a concert. The
audience cannot comprehend the open form since it is listening to one variation of an open composi-
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The compositional process is characterized in turn by a description of new possibilities or their
modification and by a direct examination of the effects these changes have on the musical
structure If you know the model well enough, it can be explored in an interactive way.As for
En face, I am, however, the only person to know it well enough, since the program was not
written to be used by anyone else. This is why in En face, a second level was placed above the

composition model. It explores the composition automatically by going through its inherent
possibilities via a complicated hierarchy of directed random operations Thus, a program takes
over the exploration.automating the very level of deoslon on which the openness of a composition could be experienced directly - just like during the compositional process.
Camera Musica
In Camera Musica, the musical installation I am working on at the moment, I am trying to
make this level accessible to the audience, to let them directly experience and apprehend the
openness of the music.And this is exactly what I mean when I am talking aboutthe exploration of mus re The music m Camera Musica is basically he conceived in a similar way as in en
face, even rf rt sounds entirely different. As I have already mentioned, in en face I use a basic
formal element I refer to as situation. This situation will be used in an extended form also in
Camera Musica.

Situation
The music in Camera Musica is conceived as a family of various, interrelated musical situations
composing in their interplay what we may call a musical space. And it is this space I wish to
make accessible in my installation. So the audience should be able to move from one situation
to another within this space and to slowly explore its special features through the relations
between the individual situations.
Each situation is characterized by certain possibilities of choosing the musical material and
arranging rt, thereby determining the particularity of the situation, its mood, atmosphere,
form and air. In a concrete situation these possibihnes describe what can "happen" in the
music, i.e., which sounds can be related in what way. Each situation has a static and a dynamic
aspect. The static aspect results from the fact that any situation disposes only of certain possibilities. So after listening for a while one is able to predict what can happen and what cannot.
The dynamic aspect is responsible for sounding out the local field of possibilities. Again and
again, new combinations and variations are played through, thereby conjuring up the situation rtself from a global perspective, the music is making no headway, but within the local
possrbrhnes ldid out in the situation it remains unpredictable, open.
Whac does the concept of the musical situation achieve on its way to approach the utopia of
the open form? The situation as a basic element of musical representation holds in itself features of openness, undetermination. And since the composition does not lay down the
sequence of situations but only establishes a wide variety of possible combinations on the
structural level, it becomes an open composition. The situation concept can therefore be
regarded as a solution to one of the key problems of interactive musical installations, that is
the problem of articulating the music-inherent temporality by letting the audience participate. The movement the music itself performs, so to say, in order to appear can normally not
be influenced by the audience. This is originally the basic situation of a concert which is mainly characterized by the pursuit of this movement. An interactive installation, however, should
make it possible to influence the temporal fonm of music in order to make the moment of
openness accessible. This other movement which is contributed to the music by the audience
must be articulated with the movement inherent to the music.This is exactly what can be
achieved by using the situation concept.
The movement taking us from one situation to the other is a movement on the level of the
musical structure. It does not articulate individual musical elements but changes the more
global qualities of music such as its harmonic color, rhythmic form, dynamic air or the relation
oftone colors. These are the aspects of musical situations that are to be mediated to the audience and made comprehensible.This is the essential demand on a vehide intended for the
exploration of music which I believe to have discovered in virtual architecture.
Architecture
I got the idea of using virtual architecture when reflecting a detail of en face. An extrapolation
of the en face concept made me consider a version of the installation designed for several
rooms with something like a musical situation placed into each ofthem. The audience would
be able to move within the musical space while walking from room to room. In such an installation the specific architectural features of a building (e.g., the order of the rooms and the
way they are connected) could be interwoven with certain aspects of the musical structure to
a far greater extent than in the original version of en face (which was installed in a single
room). And this is just what is supposed to happen in Camera Musica, by means of virtual and
not real architecture though.
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But this approach was only the project's starting point. The possibilities of combining architecture and music, which I am trying to track down, are continually changing the project as a
whole. On the one hand, this makes the project more and more interesting, but on the other
hand, it makes its first realization recede further and further into the future. During my work
on Camera MuSJCa it became obvious quite soon that space can only be explored when it is
carefully organized. What do I, therefore, expect from an architectonic structuring of space?
first of all, I expect a certain readability of spatial relations. for the audience of Camera Musica
the architectonic space will be a kind of text (not comparable, however, to notation),a kind of
incomplete representation of the music or of possible ramifications of an open composition.
To achieve this readability, I use the language of architecture, elements of the architectonic
vocabulary of structural design, well known to all of us from everyday experience, since it is
architectonic symbols that help us find our way in urban spaces and decode the wide variety
of meanings and programs inscribed in architectonic structures. In my reflections and experiments on the connection between architecture and music I seek inspiration in e.g. the functions of certain elements of architectonic structuring and the meanings attributed to them. I
am thinking for example of a house's function as a protective shield against outside influences, as a definition of private territory, as a space for daydreams, or of the functions of openings in the wall such as a door functioning as threshold, as obstade, as possible access, or of
the fascinating concept of the window permitting us a privileged view of the world, that is a
view from within our own four walls - a concept which seems to be closely connected to the
development ofthe subject in the western world. Only if I see myself as a subject with my
own perspective of the world, it will become important for me to not only conceive windows
as sources of light but also in order to look at the world through them.
Aside from this very concrete approach I also consider it extremely exciting to think about
possible ways of connecting the dialectics of inside and outside, of being protected and being
exposed, of closeness and distante.of being open and being dosed to the aspects of musical
structure. In the musical discourse, spatial terms are used fairly often and also in our imagination we are constantly making use of various spaces. They serve as a means of ordering
things. We arrange things in space so that they are not all in the same spot, to make relations
between them become dear or allow them to develop in the first place. The concept of space
is of essential importance to our thinking and feeling (we say e.g,. that we need more space,
we are constantly operating with spaces, and, of course, within spaces).When I am talking of
musical space, I am not always referring to one and the same thing, but I do have a dear picture of what I mean in each concrete case. It always has got something to do with the relation
between different elements, with the distances between them, with the possibilities of getting from one element to the other or with the forces working between them
VirtualArchitecture
As mentioned above, when talking about architecture in the context of my work I refer to a
kind of virtual architecture which is not understood as a model for a real architectonic project.
To a certain extent, my way of using architecture is very close to architectonic sculpture, a
form of sculpture incorporating architectonic elements in its formal repertory without becoming architecture itself, that is without serving a function in the conventional sense. Virtual
architecture has no other function in Camera Musica than to stimulate and structure the
exploration. Still it is closely linked to the traditional functions of architecture since it refers to
a use of forms which has its roots in real architecture (e.g. by using openrngs like windows or
doors and meanings attributed to them).
In virtual architecture,function as well as material constraints and gravity do not apply, but
may exert their influence via the use of forms. The v1rtuality of this architecture opens up interesting opportunities of playing with the relationships of tensions between slightly modified
formal elements and their counterparts in real architecture (think of a wall built of floating
bricks). Vision and movement (i.e., the change of perspective) are the only ways of approaching
virtual architecture. When exploring it, smell, temperature, tactile stimuli and the sense of gravity and balance are no longer important.These conditions mark out the frame of what is possible and what can be reached in virtual architecture within Camera Musica. The only sensible
approach will be by being aware of these conditions and making active use of them
Sketch
Camera Musica is a work in progress. One of the sketches realized with GM D's CyberStage system shall now be discussed here to illustrate what has been developed above. In the sketch a
simple visual scene is linked to a set of related musical situations. Using the classical walkthrough metaphor, i.e., limiting user interaction to spatial navigation, the audience is
immersed in a very concrete visual scene acting as interface to a more abstract musical scene.
The relationships to be discovered between these two worlds let the music appear in the
imagination and memory of the audience

Cyber5tage
The (yberStage is GMD's CAVE-like audio-visual display system which integrates a 4-side stereo visual
display with an 8-channel spatial auditory display and 6 vibration emitters built into the floor. The
CyberStageis a highly immersive display ideally suited for creating virtual environments. Viewer centered stereoscopic imaging and spatial sound rendering provide for an advanced degree of presence
in virtual space. The sketch described here was developed with GMD's Avocado VR toolkit and a sound
server based on IRCAM's Max/FTS system.
Visual Sane
The visual scene used in the sketch consists of a building-like structure composed of free-floating
walls of various dimensions and colors, A free-floating ceiling unites the walls and fomns an interior
space.Some of the walls reach out into open space thus mediating between inside and outside. The
different heights of the walls create permeable sections with varying degrees of spatial continuity.
Invisible spot lights are used to articulate the spatial structure and mark points of attraction. The light
passing through the gaps between the walls and the ceiling enhances the impression of weightlessness and permeability.Global illumination techniques are used to create a strong sense of spatiality.
The combination of daylight and artfidal light (only visible on the videos) was inspired by Magritte's
famous painting l'empire des lumi?res, which shows a night scene with artfidal lighting under a daylight sky.

Figure 1
Musical Scmt
The musical scene is composed of different situation which are mapped out in the visual scene. The
following three examplesshow some basic possibilities of relating the visual with musical scene. The
examples were recorded in real-time and directly from one of the video outputs of the CyberStage.
The fim clip illustrates a sound texture linked to a red beam floating above ground.Whereas the
beam (which is actually a very low wall) only suggests a division of space (maximum visual continuity), the sound texture artirelates the section to a much stronger degree.This shows that the visual
and the musical space are thought as complementarycomponents of the installation.
http://viswiz.gmd.de/-eckel/publications/eckel97b/clip1 .mov
The second clip illustrates the transition from exterior to interior space. Visual outer and inner space
are clearly linked to different musical situations. In this example the relationships between the musical and architecturalstructure are very explicit and direct.
http://viswiz.gmd.de/-eckel/publications/eckel97b/clip2.mov
The third clip is more complex as it combines several types of spatio-musical artkulations.The relationships between the situations defining the musical space become apparent.
http://viswiz.gmd.de/-eckel/publications/eckel97b/clip3.mov
Video

In order to illustrate the user interaction with the installation,a 5 min. video was shot with a fixed camera located behind the CyberStage.The video shows the images projected on the three walls and the
floor as well as the users silhouette as he or she is navigating through virtual space. Since the image
projection in the (yberStage is calculated for the current position and orientation of the users head, the
images appear distorted to camera positioned behind the display.The user alway, sees undstorted
images The 8-<hannel spatial sound output of the sound server has been mixed down to a stereo signal
preserving some of the spatial information.
http I/v1swiz.gmd.de/-eckel/publications/
eckel97b/eckel97b/sketch.mov
Nutes

1. En face was realised for Mediale 1993, Hamburg, commissioned by Interface II and supported by the
Zentrum fuer Kunst und MedientechnologieKarlsruhe. The installationwas presented in the Orgelsaal
of the Hamburg Univmityfor Music and Dramatic Art as part of the art program for the symposion
Interface II. It was open to the public for three days.
2. Since the example movies at the end of the text could not be included in this version of the document only the URl..s could be given instead. The URL of the complete online version of this document is:
http://viswiz.gmd.de/-eckel/publications/eckel97b/eckel97b.html
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